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Enjoy Stay at our College Campus Guest House

Escape Mad Crowds of Cities
Visit Green and clean Konkan
Velneshwar is Typical ‘Village India’
with clean Long Beach
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Vidya Prasarak Mandal, Thane’s
Maharshi Parshuram College of Engineering, Velneshwar
About VPM’s Maharshi Parshuram College of Engineering (MPCOE), Velneshwar

VPM, Thane is a registered charitable trust working in the field of education in Thane for the last 77 years. It is enthusiastically catering to the basic and advanced educational needs of nearly 15000 students. MPCOE at Velneshwar is VPM's latest offering in Konkan region. VPM’s vision is to create an educational hub in Velneshwar and contribute towards minimizing the educational imbalance between rural and urban areas.

Along with other features Campus has guest houses for public and parents.

Any Well Wisher who donates Rs 10,000/-

1. Can stay in our Guest House for Two Nights and Three Days (one time).
2. Rooms are Well Equipped with Modern Amenities.
3. Breakfast and Dinner is included in the stay.
4. Every Room can accommodate Two Persons.

Enjoy and Assist our Engineering College Project at Velneshwar

Facilities:
- Generator Backup
- 24hrs Hot & Cold Water
- Indoor & Out door games
- AC Rooms
- Gym
- Conference Room/Hall
- Colour TV
- Wi-fi
- Badminton Court
- Library

About Velneshwar

Velneshwar is a village on the Western Coast of Maharashtra, India, about 170 km from Ratnagiri and 60 kms from Chiplun. Velneshwar is reputed for its rock-free beach which facilitates the ease of swimming. There is an old Shiva temple in Velneshwar which is frequently visited by pilgrims.

Sight Seeing in Velneshwar

- Velneshwar Temple
- Velneshwar Beach
- Ancient Step Well
- Heirographic Writting (Katalshilpa)
- Ganesha Temple, Hedvi
- Vyadeswar Temple, Guhaghar
- Durga Devi Temple, Guhaghar
- Birth Place of Gopal Krishna Gokhale at Kotaluk
- Birth Place of Anandibai Peshwe at Malan